Union Mall Area

Power Available:

**Pedestal #PPAN – [Northwest Pedestal]**
[1] 20A 120V separate circuit with a 20A 120V duplex receptacle
[1] 30A 120V separate circuit with a 30A 120V RV receptacle
[1] 50A 208V separate circuit with a 50A 208V RV receptacle

**Pedestal #PPAS – [Southwest Pedestal]**
[1] 20A 120V separate circuit with a 20A 120V duplex receptacle
[1] 30A 120V separate circuit with a 30A 120V RV receptacle
[1] 50A 208V separate circuit with a 50A 208V RV receptacle

**Pedestal #PPBN – [Northeast Pedestal]**
[2] 20A 120V separate circuits each with a 20A 120V duplex receptacle

**Pedestal #PPBS – [Southeast Pedestal]**
[2] 20A 120V separate circuits each with a 20A 120V duplex receptacle